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Followlas is a verbatim translation of an article titled
"Some Questions in the Preparaticel and Conduct of Initial Offensive
Operations", by Calomel-General A. Dabadshanyan.

This article appeared in the 1961 Third Issue of a special
version of Voramaya Wel (Military Thnught) which is classified
TOP MOW by the Soviets end is issued irregularly. It is distributed
only within the Ministry of Defame down to,the level of Army Ocenander.
The 1961 Third Issue was sent to press an 10 July 1961.
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an aumamaeJ on pages 4, 6, and 13 wes written by Colossi-General
N. Pavlowskiy, and was disseminated as	 I It may be of
interest to note that the footnote on page 6 refers to the intermediate
version of the three known versions of Military Thought.
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Some quewtions in the Preparation and Conduct or initial

Offensive Operations 

by

Oo1oos1.0eneral A. febedshampan

The constant quantitative and qualitative growta of missile
weapons and the increase in the quantity of Nuclear warheads allotted
for tae executices of an operation are musing •cootinuous champs in
the methods of combat operations of grommdtxacTs. These changes are
now occurring so rapidly that, at times, that which only several
moths ago ma new and progressive becomes obsolescent and ceases
to ourresponito the requirIngats of the day. Specifically, the methods
of semantics: of the offensive operations of the initial period ot
nmelearbdasile ear have imdergans such a rapid developrot. The
purpose of this article, which is on the order at a response to a
number of articles published in previous issues of the Special
Collection, is to examine some of the questions in the preparation
and cooduct of initial offensive operations.

As la yell known, a nuclearinissile war will be at an
seeept,lialra% decisive mature. The availability of modern, powerful
ciabut weapons permits even an enemynDisteing defeated and is close
to destructive to deliver telling thermcsucimdr strikes agminst the
deep rear area and groupie's of the armed forces holding the upper
bend. In order to fully deprive the enemy of any opportunity to use
nuclear vespons, it is not enough to deliver strategic massed marasar
strikes ugeinet his territory. lionclear strikes can guarantee the
complete destruction of all the enemy's venom of nuclear attack or
eliminate his amiability to deliver strike..

The fulfilmeat of this missios can paranteed oily by the
pitted:captors and occwation of enemy territory. RI this very
means can our country be node caeglstely secure Iron strikes by the
enemy's grouednuclear vempoes and the enemy deprived of bases for his
sehmmrine and surface misallt-carrying fleet uhloh can still operate
on the ocean for a cartels period at time after the land forces are
destroyed.
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For the %WAIN.% captor. GC map torritor7 (GC course, %bet
territory the seizure of Sala will not require the orpuisatice of
landing cperations across the ocean), it is necosaer, to carry oat •
decisive strategic offensive throughout the astire depth of the
theaters. TA this regard, under no condition at • situation can
one front be slow in shirting to the aftensive, or alternate the
latter with defense in all or the greater pert of ite sane of csaretions.
We asovhssiss that, ismodiatsly at the beginning of saint operations,
all frosts, without exception, must shift to the offeneive op the
azas where the seizure of sow territory is possible and necessary.
A shift to the defensive co such axes is not pernissible. the troops
of the frost most shift to the offensive regardless of their coalition,
even after andergoing enemy nuclear "Whin.

In cosmetic:1 with this, is our opintmataers nest be a chasm*
is the point of view regarding the nsture of the combat opentions
or ground troops in the case whoa the mow pre-arta us in operatioss.
Previously, we coasidered that, soder these conditions, a trust mot
shift to the defensive in Order to repulse as ewes attack. Row, it is
necessary to ocosider that, arca in this situation, a frost with all
available forces will ineedistaly shift to the offeasive,which, east
probably, will aeons the nature of a nesting esgsgrent.

the a.ext enestion is of great practical interest. Mat aill be
the deletion and the depth of the first strategic ottaneive operatics
directed at attaining ths landiate strategic goals of • sot

Sy look:lag at a asp, it can be seen that the goals of a strategic
offensive on the inussan aostineat son be defined as the destruction
of the areal farces of the aggressor countries located there and
reaching the seacoasts of the Atlantic Ocean and the liktiterrenea n see.
In terns of depth, tItis consists as various strategic awn of fro.
600 to 800 in (Bantiseestern Satter of Military Operations-11D) and
from 1200 to 2000 he (Western ED).

According to anion views, the average speed Of an offensive
can reach 100 he per day. it is also conelAsred that, in a gluten
at sinetegic offensive, the offensive operatics, of foranticos oast -
follow sea after the other without operatics@ panoes. CorsagmaLly,
the tasks at a eliategie stfensive in the theaters being onandasi
wan he talfilled within 10 to 20 24-boar parieds. 	 adjustments
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are made in their time periods to account for mountainous comditioms,
for delays in forcing wide eater barriers (for emaagae, straits), and
for obstaoletomes of radioactive comtamimatioa then it will takes
than 20 2b-hour periods. it is possible that these time periods will

an comprise the duration of the initial period of war.

Inw many subsequent trout offensive operations viii it be mecessary
to aarry out cm the two skove-ladioated 'basic theaters in the initial
period or a wart

According to existing oyininse, the depth at artemsive %ovation
of a !root can be from 500 to 6001 mp to 800 to 1000 be. leo consider
tbst the second opimioe corresponds to a greeter dowse to the
comditices of the Janie]. period of a nuelearbaissile mar.

The depth ofe front orreastre operatics is determined by the
range of cceautices of the weapeew or destreatdoe, by the masemeer
capabilities at the troops, by the ompshility for mminterrepted supply
of material, and by the depth of the seemy's operational formation.
In the past war, as a practical attar, the reap of the frost
Umber aircraft Mks about 300 he the rear services could,
mainterreptedly, support the Memo:log troops to. diatom of act
sore than 250 to 300 he frost** area ',here they were imdtially Weld;
the depth of the operaticeal formation at the essmes group or erodes
mss 200 to 250 he. All this detdamdmedthe depth of a frost offensive
operation as 250 to 300 he.

the offensive operations or the ococludimg stage of World War Et
occupied a special place in Mal: scope, when. sigrdfloamt tomtit,
of tank an4 nackanlinal large malts and formation% /which sharply
increased the mobility at troops, appeared in the composition at our
ground troops. For ICIStaplas the depth of the llatala-Oder ortessive
operation was acre thou 500km, and the depth of the INISCISIIIIIIS
defensive operation was 6co to SOO km. The scope oe these operations,
achieved is 1915 when the troops did act have those weapons of

•

or Articles	 ensisal

2. 'Sodas Ike, Inexiinheil by the Ittlitary Aembesy of the Cleaseel
tan, 19b0, Imp 3.0- •

••••••
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deetructico or Mune maneuvering capabilities which mcders gremad
troops have, shows thet the proposed depth of a modern fruit offensive
epesetios of 3.000 he is sot Matastic.

Rasa now the weapons of a front awl the moms of reinforcing; a
fromt can ensure the destruction of the enemy to a depth of up to
500 he. The question of implying the frost with missiles possessing
a great range of fire is is the stage of practical romantics. In
oddities, missile troops of strategic desigpaties will undoubtedly
be used in the treat sme during the initial period of a ger.

In *mewls= with the pest war, the depth of the enemy
operational formai= hms, at present, also increased. Certain
elements of the smemes operationl missile rear services are
located it a distance of qp to 1.000 he from the frost lime.

The only thing that still muses me to doeht the reelity_rof
assigning a edssion or such depth to g frost is the limited
capabilities of the operationl rear services. Ss fact Si thmt the
capabilities of the rear services hove sot undergoes any substantial
charism daring Um past several years and, to some degree, have even
decreased, if Qom considers the preheble destraction of railroads and
the masa destruction of motor vehicle rondo. Decisive measures are
necessary to increase the capabilities of the roar services for
delivering material, in the first place, providiag the roar services
with emits and large emits of alxvratt, helloopters, amd =tow
vehicles with large load capacities, width. extensive introduction
of pipeline traasPort. 04, in this case can the rear services ensure
the execution of deep and swift offensive operations.

!bus, it	 be necessary to carry eat 1 or 2 successive frost
offensive operations in order to attain the immediate strategic goals
is Imrope: one operatic on the Southwesters Mims& two on the
Western 211).

At the present tines various opinions east as to how the
' strategic offensive will be soceasted argsmisaticeelly.

The authors at the book peers War, believe taut in the 'yetis
of operatics' is grummdthmaters time first position viii be street*
frost operatiems, mot to the eperaticas of grows et /Witte as it use
la the past ear.

-5-
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In the article "The *mastics at the Sony or the Operatics
of a oroop ottroots",1 Cassel 8. loam sossiders it necessary tO
crest* higb ensends in .11 Tra's sr to moordleste to them mot oily
frost ranotions but also the other types at armed farces operating
In a gives tin (missile troops, the &Ty, long-raage evistica, gad
troops ot the PTO or the Coantry).

• ecopromise is expressed is the point of view presorted by
Celonel-denarel N. Pavlankly2 that diensive operation in the
initial period of a war can be executed by frosts and peeps it frost*.

Let us exedne this question. Swing the years or Vold War
beginning with the firriet Army egustereffeasive user ICISCOW
(Deoesber 101 to April 102), all the Iola offensive-operations
sere carried cot, as a rule, sot by separate frosts 'hut by the
totted efforts or several fronts. Ihuslly, the goals at am stressive
operation en a etratepie axis mere achieved by the efforts it 2 or 3
trysts. The sedition or the past ear reqviret this, elm as
annsons deasity or weapons sat a superiority at no less thas 2 or 3
tines over the erg ware redid for a treakthrowsh at adores.
'he effects or several trade ;ore weeny concentrated co gosh •
strategic or operatlonl axle, the ipographic caditiess bt
provided the salability to close operatics@ coordinstiai anomg
the rrento.

In the sondect at a wecleeriniseilewar
P 

• eascentratiam at
snormons masses it personal sad equipment 1s not required to carry
mot an dissolve. Sven sew the illoasity or troops bee sharply degreased,
while the =MOO at gers.a.ve it ternmtiees hove insmasoll.5 to o turn.
All it this indicates that under modern tionditicso the efforts it
ese tart are setricismt for those axes VIM* in the past ger it vas
rosemary to scristrate the efforts it several tarts.

Ocrequestly, the troops or am Mr will meg operate, as a
rule, as sack at the strategic or important speretimmal res. it is
cur view that vides these sedition the eambining at senscirronts
late a dram is net advisable, It say braves mantissa nardinsties

E-152ffire_g-AEMP—Lit-ft.12=1.291111L2M10." 110- Oth -
3960-

kreristl•spart"a Artieles it the Soma alLlitary plum"
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between fronts operating an independent strategic or important
operational asee is not always possible, or is almost impossible.
Toe General Headquarters (ltavics) will organise strategic
coordination between the !rents, or rather, implement strategic
coordination of the efforts of strategic maser/missile weapon
with the operations of the fronts.

On the basis of the above, we conclude that in a nnelaariadasile
war the main role in attaining the goals of armed coast in theaters
will belong not to the oparations of a amp of froots, but to the
system of simultaneous and successive front operations.	 is does
not preclude, of course the conduct of operatious by a groqp of
fronts at individual stliges of a strategic offensive operation on
axes where operaticaal coordination of several fronts is feasible.

In our view, the halted 	 sr of fronts in a nuelleer/sissile
war also makes the rotation of TID1 commands inadvisable. It is
known thet, at the besinning of Vorld.ber 11, the number of fronts
vas limited (five fronts) end corresponderlexactly to the number of
strategic axes lei& existed at the time (Northern, Northwestern,
Western, Southwestern, and Southern). War these conditions the
fronts falfilledsot only operational, but also strategic missions.

The commands of three axes were created in July 19111, the
Northwestern, the Western, and the Southwestern; they were celled
upon to carry out the operational-strategic direction of the fronts
(thidh generallymumkered from 5 to ll at various periods). The
complexity and. the intensity of the situation at the fronts of war
frequently forced the amoral Neadquartars of the Suprema Ilgb •
Command to directly control the fronts, bypassing the commands of
the axes, theriftmaling them useless. As is known, after misting
far about one year altogether, these commands were abolished.

It conducting a nuclearimissile ear the number If fronts on the
indicated axes viii be less than in the past war. 2he conditions far
military operations sill beams still more complex. The eansoverability
CC troops sad the mobility et the frost has will increase by several
times. All this provides a basis tar consanringthe creation of
commands at ammo or of ITEPs lea future war inadvisable.

-7-
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In our opinionthe formative QC	 commeade is possible only
in remote theaters aura the control or the armed forces will be
difficalt for the Genera Seadquarters, for example, in the Far lest
(es it was in the pest war) or on other continents Vhen our troops
arrive there.

Weever, guesting the possibility of creative strategic commends
in remotn_TWD, it is mot possible to agree with the proposal that
the urea !trees operating in the waters adjoining the theater should
be enbordimated to these commands. The mdssian of supporting ground
forces is secondary for the naval forms, in comparison with the
missions of blockadiag enemy countries and of disrupting enemy QOORD
and sea intercontinental transport, thichmdsaions ere frequently
carried out in remote mess areas or eves on other oceans. NOr the
fulfiluest of these sluices, • broad atrategic measurer by sari
ferces is required. The subordination of ell naval forces to the
TVD commend could time fetter amd limit the Navy's capability of
fulfilneg ite vela missions. Ot course, the ;art of the level
forces which will be operating in sport of the troops at a ?VD
(the destruction of sew strike mdasile-cerrying and aircraft-
carrier naval forces, the dimreptice at sow amphibious lending
operations, the participation in amphibious lending operations of 'VD
troops, etc.) mart be subordiseted to 	 IND commend.

Tbe thought espreseed try some authors CC articles concerning
the creation of . ciurstional-strategic-comands in our theaters of
military operations us umdoubtedly iathasaced to some degree hy the
presume of such control elemonts on the territories of the couetries
CC the imperialist coalition. liglever, such an amelogY is act
juetitied here. The fact QC the setter is that the American Joint
Staff in essence controls the armies of the ovuotriee which cceprise
the imperlalist coalition. Nat the Americana axe not in a position
to effect cesearaimescowtrol 	 area& forma that make up
the coalition sad stickers dispersed on almost ell the contineets of
the von*. Thorofare, they Corm& Intorsoalato control OlaiOntop
scomande ot the TO.

Under our auditions, Anntiostaro cd' military opustlame are
located co two coatimmets (Nerope anadele)and, are umlauted by loan
borders with emll-estellished muse se eammalestisms sad amply, it
-rmadthar43.7be aseasaaryto Cara wesh am intermediate ennui as a MID
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Several words on the initial offensive °parttime ef fronts.
tbaso operations can begin under various cooditices ate situstion.
The shifting of fronts to an offensive nabs preceded by a threatening
period. It will take place if. war starts after a significant
intensificatioo of tension in the relations between the principal
countries of the imperialist coalition end thoss of the Socialist Ong,
and when it becomes clasr Unit the political relatioms or the two
cange will inevitably bring cu a military conflict. The testing
period can also take place when a world leer starts through involvement
CC the principal countries in the course of a local war in one of the
areas of the world.

War can also be started by a surprise snow strike, when there
will be no threstesing period. the most characteristic versions or
• surpriso attack can be the delivery by the probable aggressor of a
mess thermcnoclear strike ageinst the socialist caintried =der the
guise of carrying out large training emery/sop.,

A surprise attack is the most advantageous method at starting a
ear. it nay be assumed that war will be unleashed by a surprise
attack, if the imperialists decide OD this. Thorofare, in the
practical activity of our armed forces and in their erational and
combat training, it is necessary to =bark decisively one course for
the preparation of trocgs for the entry into a tor which /a not
preceded by a threatening period. 72 the armed fame are ready
to begin military operations when then is so threatening period,
then they will elven be able to do so Shen there is a threatening
period.

An importaut situatiocel coods' itice under %Alch !roots can	 in
their initial offensivs operatic, is the location of the trocgs of
a front in reboil.= to the enemy before the start of military
operations. A front (group of farces) which, prior to the start of
military ceocatiome, is located directly on the border loyome which
the constriem of the imperialist coalitioners located * will come
into onstset with the ground emir ineedistely. Nowever i front
located at a distance from this border at the start or allitszy
operatic= can shift to the offensive only after reaching the line
of contact between %bowsaw:1r troops end the armies at countries
friendly to us.

-9-
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In ell cases, the troops of a !root will shift to a decisive
otfensive Immediately after S rovisterstrike or after. strike to	 *
frustrate a surprise enemy attack. A comtarstrike, or a strike to
frustrate an enemy attack, will be curried oat on the basis et the
decision of the higher party and 'armament leaders of the country)
the meiu role in carrying it oat will be played by the missile
troops CC etrategic destination. lt is uoderstool thet government
leaders will also make the decision tar the !root trove to shift
to a decisive afrosairo.

There is a wida-spread point of view thst front nuclear/missile
wespoms must oleo perticipete la a counterstrike to frustrate a
surprise enemy attack, which are measures at the Supreme 1110
Command. In our cidnion, the front weapons_ will not be in a
position toparticipete in a counterstrike or in the first nuclear
strike fte the following removes:

--the nuclear/missile weapome CC. coesiderable munter at the
fronts, which are located et a distance IV:nth* borders ad4scent to
the enemy prior to the start of military operations, cannot bo used
because at the comparatively short range of the operatioas;

--the gaol/or/missile weapons of these groats, even theee directly
in the border sone, will not be able toparticlpate in immediate
operations, because considerable time (up to several hours, ands under
certain conditions, up to several days will be required to bring then
ip to combat conditioa (basically, for the assembly end cheakies of
missiles anduarbeeds).

In additice to tbe above,,,it is necessary to take into account
the following cousideration. In offensive operation, the planned
transport of missiles, special camps, one. missile fuel will be
greatly hampered Ix/cease at the mass destruction at communication
lines and the destruction ct certain depots Witch hod become knows to
the snow. Therefore, it is sot advisable to expo:4a *limitless%
smolt of the nuclear/missile wallow CC. front at the yew/beginning
CC an operation. They shoal& be mod for subsequent use la the ammo
ar an oporatlaa sod Is eaglettog

actemelve use et amaloar/olialla weapon compels a mem
approaca to *arise the prOblen et the combat , eampasitles ate toot.
In the past 1MT, the ofthat empositiom of a front vas liatandoodl by
the necessity ot crestless Untold or threefold (amd sometimes ow*
more) operiartkr ot forces 4111 norms over the geo? om the sake
CC strikes.
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Under modern conditiows, the criterion for determining the
cappositios of a frost is its capability to inflict destruction on an
appalling assay gweelourg with areleer weepers and to complete its rout
with motorised rifle, tank, end airborne large units. ftgaritivelY
speaking, cue con coy that combined-erms end tank large units will
now play the role ate %roam" by means of *hick the froat's offensive
sone will be cleared of the remaining enemy trooge after the:rare
routed by encleer weapons. Under conditioos when, es the result at
nuclear strikes, the correlation at forces can rapidly and sharply
cleanse in favor of the side tint has executed them, an offensive
operation of front combo carried out successfully even whom the
.initial correlatice of forces and weapons 111141 equal.

7t, combat eoppYsitiom of a !root in La initial operation will
depend co the method of unleashing the var.

Ifs esr starts by • surprise mem attack, the trout eill then
be forced to start combat aperatiaas with a limited :Number of large
malts in coostsmt readiness. Suring the course of an operation, the
front will be reistaarmi by fully mobilised large units andby large
malts in constant readiness arriving from the sone of interior (in
accordance with the Alin for the strategic 440.0p:sat at the grand
troops).

If, however, military operetta:a develop after a thresteming period,
thee the first front operation can start with a larger Briber of troops:
large units in comstent readiness and thoestuliy mobilised. Zs all
oases, it is necessary to coosider that the approach of troops from
the same of interior can be frustrated or delayed by the enemy by mesas
CC direct 'tribes spinet these large molts and also by the distructioa
CC cammeication routes.

Missile large units sod units are the skeletal of the operaticsal
foreetion at a front, without which the conduct of combet operations
under modern canditioma is impossible. Therefore, ins border district
(group at foroes), the composition of the missile troops meet be such
as is neosseary for achievement of the objectives of the first
Operetta:. lnaddition, the oompositiou at the missile troops and
their imply et emeriti:a met ooneeeste for the shortens or
ambined.erms and tentless" emits rhea these are put set et action
on 	 field of bottle or ghee their &Me:arra:the some et interior
is dieseeptemder delayed.
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let us dwell briefly co the =thole of operations of the troops
of a front in initial offensive werations.

The following factors will exert an infbance co the methods of
cooductimg Initial offensive operations: the limited mumber of front
troops; disorientation of the enemy's grental costrol and the
control of his armed forces, and, coosequeraly, the isolation at the
enemy's troops and the putting cot at action of entire aliments of his
opavetional formation; the enemy's lack of prepared and °couplet
lines of defense; and the existence of large areas of radlosative
contamination.

The:hove-listed factors calsto favorable comditions for an
offensive by several strike grorpings on axes. An offensive co
separate as ensures the splintering of the enemy front and a
dispersal of his attention and efforts. At the same time, an
offensive on arse Is such more complicated then an offensive which is
carried oat rith close lateral contact between units large milts.
and eves armies. an•lag an offensive co axes, each jrrouping will se in
a difficult situation and will have to operate indepeadently with its
flanks, and even its rear area, el:posed. Te vise of this, the
significance of preparing our command cadres for such operations
becomes clear.

Is theism's at blond ihr IX, an offensive ems coadnoted cm a
solid frost in close ocetat fatustiame, with. methodical breakthrough
of an poi- Mons and defense sans. Actually, carat operations
were conducted in the sous of effective fire of the infantry and
artillery weapons, Us., in a sone 10 to 15 he cm both sides from the
liae at coatact, U one does not =raider sporadic aerial strikes
spinet the depth. batter these conditicoe the effect of firs

 the SOW	 eavloitad laratilatel,;, . Close 000rdinstica in
timing and location las executed between the fire weapons, the
infantry, and tanks.

idler modern canditions, the sharply increase4 capabilities of
fire wespons haws lad them to a contradiction with the capabilities
at the Wintry and Usk.. The infantry and teaks hove became
Inespabla at lamediataly exploiting the affect at aralaar/slealle
strikes apsinst the satire depth at a datesadiag saw. To assure
sapid mime at the satire depth af the enemy Wear by active
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cambia operations and to achieve the objectives ot the opmartiaa is
the shortest period of time, it is mecesetrytoimmageme sharply the
rate of the offensive watch, by the Maven's of the banister ot Wens.
for C%eratiocelZmining for 1961, was anlerwito be Increased to
100 he per 24-hour period. This is a viry high rate. It Is Sufficient
to state that the distanee covered it a	 period in the execution
at a march (moist* ot 160 to 250 km, i.e., only teatime greater
than the distance Whidimost be commredtly attackinetroops is a
2h-hour period.

In planning an gm:ration is it possible to guarantee that a rate
ot, say 100 he per day, will be sustained every day? Certainly sot.
There will be day* than operation when troops villbe able to advance
only negligibly, days when they will not nova at all, and, possibly,
days when they will even fallback. We are speaking et thaw dmys
when front troops will be repulsing sneer imaartAnsialkes, cooductimg
Nestles engagements with the wow, forcing water barriers, and
overcoming substantial some of radioactive ocedenination and nountala
passes. Comseguently, an the other days at the operation the rate
ol advance must be such so as to compensate for the days :it slow or
of no rate of advance, is., it must appromch the speed of gestating a
march.

2M the offensive operations of the 'pest ear,
Op 

the mot decisive
results were achievedlayeaciralingthe enemy mstiomel grouping'
and subsequently anniaLlsting and cipturing them. Mowever, at the
and of the ear, especially lathe Tistele-Oder operation, the
ineffectiveness of encirclement as a form at cOoductimg an operetiaa—'
had. already become obvious. Those away groupings . arouedWicha
solid ring of eacirclemenv vas not closed termed into ao-oane&
"roaming pockets* and quickly mooed to exist. Rot those enaltr
groupings that were encircled by our troops (far examile, the Pcenon
and the achnsidenuillgrompings) ocatinued to fight elitle surrounded
until the end of the war, diverting* substantial =amber ot cur troops
to them.

We cannot agree with the s1atomne4thet in a 'oder& ear
eneiraleaust and testrection CC ler mammy aroapisdp an be emplered
along with the delivery of mitt, deep strikes as separate ales.

17-111ReNnSTieation ofArtiaaae et the Journal "Iltlitari moestt".•
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Under the conditions of highly smneuvering cadet operstions, it
will be inedrleable to encircle a large maw groupies idlich Is
disparsed owes • Urea area. The limited number or troops in a
front will not permit the ureetion a inner end outer frosts of
encirclement .and the comduat of netbodical ocatert for the purpose of
contracting a ring ar encirclement, breaking up the eacircled
groupies, and destroying it piecemeal. Ouch operation tkreates loss
CC the rate of the offensive and, possibly, even it. frustration.
It Is much more advisable to um mall forces to intercept the in
routes of rettreat of an envelope& mem and subsequently destroy
him with nuclear/W.88U* weapons. la this, the mein body et the
trout troops must awe forward without delay and, without glancing
back at the encircled enemy grouping.

ra the most-garners-	 I term, this is her we 'visuals* the initial
offensive operations a the initial period a war. Undalbt•IXT,
sore of the problem we hews examined require further eensiderstice
and critical analysis.
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